Submit Your Work on Digital Libraries!

Special Section of CACM in 1998
CACM will assign up to 20K words (1-5 full-length papers, possibly mixed with a number of smaller pieces), as explained at http://www.acm.org/cacm/Authors.html
The theme is Progress toward an International Digital Library.

Special Issue of Information Processing and Management in 1998
IP&M will devote a special issue, with full-length papers up to 4000 words, and brief communications up to 1200 words, on the theme of Digital Libraries and Information Discovery / Retrieval / Browsing.

Courseware Repository for Teaching about Digital Libraries by 1998
To help with teaching undergraduate and graduate courses on digital libraries, materials will be collected for a courseware repository. This will extend the CS collection now available as partial result of NSF support at http://ei.cs.vt.edu
Primary materials are preferred, but URNs (not URLs - we want the relative permanence of PURLs or handles) also will be accepted. Any materials that can be freely released on WWW are requested: proceedings, articles, reports, running demonstrations, screen dumps, lecture notes, exercises, quizzes, etc.

For more information see http://fox.cs.vt.edu/SubDL/ or contact fox@vt.edu
Edward Fox, Dept. of CS, 660 McB, Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA 24061-0106